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Here's the latest schedule...
My crowdfunded show "Franke James, Banned on the Hill" on November 1st and 2nd. I think it's a positive and fun
way to shine a bright light on the Harper Government's attempts to silence environmentalists, and to draw attention to
my blacklisting issue.
Here is my updated list of events -- with requests below. The dinner has been moved to November 1st. The talk at
the University of Ottawa is on November 2nd at 7pm.
NOVEMBER 1ST
Green Conscience art workshop: The goal is to create climate change art addressed to our Dear
Prime Minister. Sierra Club is organizing the workshop. The time and location have not been
confirmed as we're still looking for a space.
(If you know of anyone who would like to attend please let me know -- they don't need to be artsy,
just opinionated!)
NOVEMBER 1st, 6:30PM
Informal dinner at Vittoria Trattoria
35 William St, with people from the arts, environmental groups, politics, journalism and law. (People
will be paying for their own meals. Please RSVP to franke.james@gmail.com if you want to come.)
NOVEMBER 2ND, AT NOON
I will be giving a Walking Tour of my six outdoor street posters on November 2nd at 12 noon. The
posters show some of the "banned art" which the Harper Government warned a Croatian NGO not
to exhibit. Media and interested people are invited to take part. Location is Bank Street between
Wellington and Queen. (If you would like to take part in the tour let me know. If you can share the
news of it on Oct.31st or Nov.1st, that would be great.)
NOVEMBER 2ND, 7PM
Franke James' "Banned on the Hill" Talk at the University of Ottawa. (I haven't heard yet if it's open
to the public.)
My essay/talk will be about my blacklisting and the role social media has played in helping me fight
back. It also talks about the Canadian governments censorship of environmental artists and
scientists -- and what we can do in a creative and constructive way.

Cheers,
Franke

-Franke James, MFA
Author/artist
Bothered By My Green Conscience
Environmental Visual essays
Tel: 416.256.9166
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